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LEGAL



Benefit expectation Clauses The
benefits from ATYUM Tokens are taken
as the profit of the Power 11 Company
(later soon to be a Company), since its
participation as the majoritarian
shareholder with 49% of the Capital in
the Company that will operate the
Token Marketplace. In the Whitepaper
you will find the business plan and
detailed analysis.

Countries of Token deployment Power
11, S.L. ("Issuer") is a company
incorporated under the Andorran
Companies Act, subject to the provisions
and obligations regarding anti-money
laundering ("AML") and know-your-
customer ("KYC") Andorra’s procedures
and anti-money laundering regulations.
("KYC") and anti-money laundering
regulations. This token issue is intended
for international buyers based
worldwide. Any country where
cryptocurrencies purchase is legally
prohibited, including but not limited to
China, Algeria, Bolivia, Ecuador,
Morocco and Pakistan, as well as
persons located in any of the
jurisdictions blacklisted by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development and the United
Nations will not be allowed to buy the
token.

Rights and Obligations regarding Token
ownership - The Issuer offers to
participate in the profits generated by
the Token Marketplace operator, which
it holds 49%. Further details are
provided in Tokenomics.



GLOBAL VISION



Private property had made its way to
the Internet, leading to the well-
known Internet of Value; where data
is encapsulated in digital tokens
protected by encryption, so that its
rightful owners are the only ones who
can use it or control it. Conceptually,
the tokenization process can be
successfully applied to any type of
good, service or asset whether
tangible or intangible, in any area of
traditional human activity. In fact,
over the last few years, technologists
around the world have formulated
proposals that seek to apply it to
assets as varied as corporate shares,
real estate, precious stones, timber,
natural gas or oil and its derivatives,
trying, in the process, to keep the
original asset characteristics after
digitization. The inertia has taken us
from the "boom" of the ICO (Initial
Credit Offering) in 2014, where part a
full cryptocurrency provision was
offered at a special price before its
release to the public, to the STO
(Security Token Offering),where the
offer enables to participate in the
investment in an underlying asset,

such as shares or bonds, among
others, of a business project.

The art world, in parallel, was a major
driver of tokenization through tokens
known as NFT, which used Blockchain
platforms to encapsulate any art piece
(image, video, audio or text) and
publicly register their ownership and
authenticity. As if by magic, these
digital files went from being posted on
any social network and ignored by the
general public to "become an
exclusive and collectible object" or to
"be a perfect store of future value".

NFT tokens have generated a new
"gold rush" that, already in 2021,
has brought in more than 3 million
euros under the collecting and
speculation paradigm. A trend that
has been embraced by a large
number of renowned artists,
influencers, celebrities,
organizations and companies that
took on new importance when in
March 11, 2021, the JPG file 'Every
day The First 5,000 Days
' ('Everyday: The First 5,000 Days"),
created by the artist Beeple (Mike
Winkelmann), was sold for $ 69.3
million (57.8 million euros) by
Christie's auction house in New
York.
Traditional art world is converging
to Digital art and artists.
The main Russian museum, the St.
Petersburg’s Hermitage museum,
raised almost half a million dollars

by auctioning NFT´s from its
collection, specifically a Van Gogh, a
Kandinsky, a Da Vinci, a Monet and
a Giorgione.
The world of sports, badly affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic, joined
in, also seeing in this way a new
form of financing and commercial
expansion. The American NBA was
the first exploring the NFT market
by raffling the great plays of
American basketball history, in
virtual sticker packs, and within a
few months, the main clubs in the
soccer’s world were advertising all
kinds of tokens, from digital stickers
to sports equipment and even the
the players contracts.



Tokenization has no boundaries and
has been expanding into physical
world sectors. For example, Julien's
Auctions in Beverly Hills, tokenized a
Gibson ES-335 guitar owned by Keith
Richards, along with a video clip of the
Rolling Stones band member stamping
his signature on the instrument.
If all of this was in the major
investment held by Internet
competitors in metaverse
implementation: those digital worlds
where users can have a parallel life
along with the real world, playing,
working, interacting and, of course,
acquiring tokenized objects (NFTs) for
their avatars ($650,000 was paid for
the Metaflower, a digital yacht for the
Sandbox multiverse),

tokenization will almost be the
society’s economic foundation in near
future.
However, everything that sparkles in
the world of tokenization is not gold.
As often happens, when an
opportunity appears for easy money,
the market gets saturated with all
kinds of cryptocurrencies and digital
works. In fact, most of them are
dubious artistic quality, sponsorship or
intrinsic value, so there is a high
probability that many investors in NFT
tokens will face a significant
devaluation of their investments in the
coming years.
Blockchain has been called trust
protocol. On the other hand, platforms
offer quite a few "black holes" in
terms of usability and guarantees
towards the end-user. Blockchain,
since its design to support Bitcoin, has
always been a "do-it-yourself-at-your-
own-responsibility" approach.

The networks are autonomic and
unattended. When it comes to
public infrastructure, the most
widespread in terms of
deployment, they do not have an
entity that is responsible for
ensuring the functions or attending
the end-users' problems. In these
networks, if the user has sent a
message to the wrong address,
either because it has no owner or
the owner is unknown, the user
has irretrievably lost the funds. The
same happens if he has been the
victim of some kind of fraud,
phishing or, by any mistake, he has
installed in his account a smart
contract that empties his wallet
every time he receives a balance
transfer.
It shows an absolute vulnerability
in this scenario. Users are
anonymous and fraud is commonly
used.

While we cannot claim that all
these circumstances can be
considered as a failure of the
platforms, indeed, it is worth

asking from a professional point
of view whether such an
environment is ideal for
sustaining the new Internet of
Value economy for end-users and
institutions.

Nevertheless, Blockchain
networks are some of the most
secure information exchange
systems between individual
investors. Thanks to their
algorithms and the appropriate
cryptography, they guarantee
that the stored data cannot be
manipulated for counterfeiting.
However, from the global data
storage perspective, as they
pretend to be: that distributed
and universal digital strongbox,
the security of the entire system,
in terms of information theft, is
identical as the least protected
node of all the nodes that
compose the network. This is
because all nodes store an exact
copy of the global information
kept by the network.



Considering that Bitcoin was born as a
public register of trade balances, it is
logical that not many resources were
invested in protecting the information
from theft. However, when we talk
about extending the storage of the
network for other types of tokens:
tokens may have content that is
private, confidential, critical or, as in
NFTs’ case, collectible and unique
objects that should not be available
for the general public but their
rightful owners. Unlike
cryptocurrencies, Those tokens have a
value and a market outside of the
blockchain network. Then, the issue of
protection against misleading and
theft becomes crucial.
The problem is maximized when we
talk about objects that represent
real assets, rights or properties. The
collectibles’ case is an illustrative
example. These are exclusive objects
that cost a massive amount of
money and, in exchange for the
payment, the Blockchain networks

only guarantees to the buyer an
online record of the ownership of
the asset: An asset likely to be found
distributed by other environments
and media. In a public network of
about 5000 machines, such as
Ethereum, the asset is replicated at
least once in each of them, instead
of being the limited edition of 100
units. Therefore, it is accessible for
each owner of those 5000 machines. What does prevent a user from

connecting to one of these
networks, downloading the entire
ledger storage, disconnecting from
the network, and extracting the
entire contents of the tokens to sell
it in other markets, outside the
network? Some networks protect
the contents of the tokens by
applying encryption to the data, but
this is not sufficient. The attacker
will have plenty of time to use all
sorts of techniques that will sooner
or later allow him to access the
content, and he will be able to do so
anonymously offline without
leaving criminal trace behind on the
Internet.

In conclusion, we can confirm that
the arrival of Blockchain marked the
turning point that will lead us
towards the Internet of Value.
According to the data shown, the
volume of this market will exceed
any other environment of
traditional human activity. But also
these market Blockchain platforms,
do not offer the user experience and
the minimum transaction
guarantees required for the leap
from the traditional society to the
tokenized one to be carried out in a
professional, secure and orderly
manner.



MARKET ANALYSIS



How common are cryptocurrencies

in the world?

Crypto use worldwide is growing. It

provides banking and financing

possibilities in those countries where

these services are at a minimum. Also,

crypto and its derivates can help

some countries suffering from

inflation. This is why this graph shows

that these type of countries are the

ones that adopt this system the most.

Ref: Stadista Global Consumer Survey
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In just 5 years crypto capitalization has reached  

traditional banking levels.

Stablecoins by market capitalization.
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Market cryptocurrencies capitalization
in billions of U.S. dollars



Countries considering the possibility of launching their 

own digital money in a type of electronic currency.
Value locked US$ in DeFi.
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In the past few years, there has been a
significant increase in money
laundering incidents.
These circumstances became a great
challenge for the global economy
sectors, as well as for the institutions
that ensure their security.

Every day, cybercriminal organizations
find vulnerabilities in software and
hardware protocols, which give them
the possibility to access to all kinds of
scams and frauds and perpetrate a series
of attacks, these prove the vulnerability
and breaches of our security systems.

The most common cyber- attacks by
these digital criminals are ransomware
and phishing attacks through multiple
malicious programs. Once the systems

gets hacked, they demand payments in
the most valuable cryptocurrencies to
bring back to normality. Virtual
currencies are not issued or guarded by
any centralized institution in any
country, so they became the prime
target for illegal money laundering
activities. Therefore, the growing
number of cyber- attacks has raised
concerns about the significant damage
they cause in many industries and
sectors.

Nowadays, The number of searches
for anti-money laundering software
is increasing.

Banks are one of the key factors. They
are ready to fight financial crime by
using cost-effective AML-based
solutions. Exponential growth in

investment in the anti-money
laundering software market by retail
banking is expected in the near future to
fight against cyber crimes and digital
money laundering.

There is a constant demand from
different industries to prevent financial
crime as new regulations are being
introduced on a daily basis.

Improved R&D has driven productivity
and workflow innovations in robotic
process automation (RPA) and AML-
based analytics solutions.

Cyber security, platform and exchanges.



Amount of anti-money laundering market, per  product, 2020-2026.



Facial and documentary biometry.



KYC – Facetec as a supplier of facial recognition and documentary biometry.

56% of worldwide Exchanges have weak or  
precarious KYC (by continent).

In use

Approved for use (not

implemented) 

In consideration

Without an evidence of use

Restricted

Map of facial recognition system in Europe
European countries where use facial  recognition 
systems in 2021.
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In a market where billions of
dollars worth of digital assets are
bought and sold every day, the
ownership proof and the identity
associated with these assets
become vital components to
provide the safeguards to ensure
that the acquisition of these
assets are legally validated with
safe protocols for the seller and
the buyer.

Efficient KYC protocols are a
crucial aspect of any
government's anti-money
laundering (AML) program.
When performed correctly, KYC
processes can help companies in
better understand, how to
manage their risks and prevent
money laundering. However,
establishing solid KYC guidelines
on paper do not guaranty a good
and simple implementation.

After analyzing and monitoring the
processes (KYC) of more than 800
VASPs (virtual asset service providers)
in more than 80 countries,
CipherTrace, a company dedicated to
this type of statistics, found that 56%
of current developments have a
WEAK or PERMEABLE KYC and AML. It
could potentially suffer from money
launderers, criminals and extremists.

Average
KYC Score

Poor

Precarious

Strong

0%

25%

50%

Africa Europe North America LAC APAC Middle East

At least half of the VASPs in all regions have a weak or 
Porous KYC

Porous Weak



ATYUM PROPOSAL 



Blockchain technology until now,
didn´t provide global solutions
for lack of scalability, low
productivity and latency, high
maintenance costs, high energy
consumption for mining and
regulation.

ATYUM has created an environment
based in blockchain to respond to
globalized world needs solving all of
this issues in its platform.
ATYUM calls this new technology
NDL (NEURAL DISTRIBUTED
LEDGER) because it is inspired in
human brain capabilities such as
paralelism, plasticity and
adaptability.

According to the canon established
by Bitcoin, a blockchain network is
a set of computers that store an
exact copy of the same data
storage: a repository of information

that has been given the status of a
"container of truth" and the
responsibility of
"eliminate any disagrees
between network participants".

The effort to guarantee compliance
with the premise of "we all protect
everyone's information" is the
major cause of maintenance,
scalability and latency problems

Platform description 

associated with Blockchain platforms.  
Increasing digital assets complexity or 
sophistication, on the networks are 
magnifying the problems and become  
almost intractable as they acquire  a 
significant volume of independent  
nodes.

Maintaining large computer networks,  
especially if they operate one hundred  
percent unattended, is a demanding  
task that requires the use of specialized  
tools. However, it gets extremely  
complicated when the machines have  
different owners who are not subject to  
any type of hierarchy or contractual  
obligation that forces them to align  
their positions or act in a coordinated  
way.



Internet of Value: empowering the end-
user, legitimizing decision making,
ensuring private ownership of data,
establishing marketplaces with guarantees,
eliminating unnecessary intermediaries…
It is worth considering whether Blockchain is
a valid approach to implement technological
solutions to support this new paradigm of
Internet collaboration. We can also reconsider
whether the entire ecosystem has been built
on a flawed proposal from a technological
point of view.
The network becomes a "monopoly data",
unlike the centralized and unmovable
authority, that is meant to replace, with the
additional aggravating factor of impersonal
infrastructure, allowing the network to avoid
any kind of responsibility in day-to-day
operations. It is not conceivable that users
may want to operate their data, either
temporarily or permanently, from other
external and independent systems. It can be
assured that in a Blockchain environment, the

real owner of the information is the network
itself and users are far from acquiring real
ownership over it, only receiving limited and
temporary permissions.

As we mentioned before, there are various
essential aspects of tokenization. Such as
private property, granting trust between
strangers through technology, assuring the
authenticity and exclusivity of tokens,
empowering end-users and, of course,
eliminating the need of intermediary
authorities to regulate and coordinate the
digital assets automated trading.
ATYUM’s project objective is to build, operate
and maintain a technological platform that
enforces compliance with the above
requirements. And to become the standard
that guarantees end- users a reliable, secure
and professional environment to meet their
tokenization needs: a meeting point of
reference for digital assets suppliers and
consumers globally, where they are the final

custodians of the tokens, not the network,
and the platform is established as a validator
of token registration and security in the token
transfer.



Power11 management team has invested more
than a year in conducting a detailed study of the
different platforms offered by the Blockchain
market, in order to find the technology partner that
could build the ATYUM platform according to those
requirements.
Vendors offering the most promising and advanced
technologies from their knowledge and
technological perspective to propose to the project
the most suitable implementation model,
emphasizing the following requirements:

- Offer flexible mechanisms for the Token creation
to offer both tokens linked to physical assets and
intangible assets.
- Comply with European legislation regarding the
custody and processing of private and/or personal
data.
- Allow the secure storage of tokens directly in the
end-users Wallets. The real nodes of the P2P
network ensure that each token is hosted by the
owner's infrastructure, and the token’s cardinality
in the case of uniqueness or limited edition.

- Provide secure mechanisms for the wallets’
backup and the assets they host.
- Guarantee a high resistance or directly
invulnerability for fraud and possible digital
duplication of assets.
- Grant tokens to enter and exit wallets to securely
participate in exchange and marketplace platforms.
(marketplace).

- Offer guaranteed mechanisms for transactions: in
particular, transfers that do not have a valid
recipient, or that are claimed in due time and form
by the issuer, can be favorably
resolved and tokens are not blocked in the network
or lost in cyberspace.
- Identify in a reliable and non-repudiable way
from a legal point of view all participants, specially
in the processes of transfer, creation and
acquisition of tokens.
- Identify in a reliable and non-repudiable way
from a legal point of view all participants, e
specially in the processes of transfer, creation and
acquisition of tokens.
- Modify the rules for user access, token creation
and registration, marketing and exchange through
the use, negotiation and application of policy
tokens.
- Enable local or remote execution of smart
contracts applicable to each type of token without
the owner incurring in variable cryptocurrency
expences.



After a laborious selection process, ByEvolution
Creative Factory's NDL technology (NEURAL
DISTRIBUTED LEDGERS) was chosen because it was
the only company whose technology pile proved valid
to cover the decentralized, end-to-end tokenization
environment required for the implementation of the
ATYUM project.
NDL technology is based on the Blockchain pledge,
the requirements of the Internet of Value and the
capabilities of the human brain are; specially
parallelism, adaptability and scalability, to offer a
comprehensive framework for the development of
software solutions. NDL is based on four independent
but complementary software platforms that allow to
adapt almost any use case of the Internet of Value:

• NDL EQUO (the stem cell). It is a module
development framework to implement unattended
backend applications that use and extends the
capabilities of OSGi, to provide an advanced software
container. Products built with NDL Equo can act
standalone or as part of P2P networks. It can also
interconnect natively with the main Blockchain
networks in the market and allow defining both
passive (invocable services) and active (scheduled
business tasks) behaviors.

• NDL ARCA Memories). It is a software
implemented on NDL Equo, a hybrid between
non-relational databases and vault products.

It allows the definition and safekeeping of a very varied
and complicated digital asset that has been designed
to adapt to environments with reduced capacities
(embedded hardware). Also designed to scale its
functionality and parallelism to mass production
environments in Cloud, providing high performance in
all of them (more than 330,000 token creation actions
executed per second and average access times per unit
of less than 25 ms). Tokens can contain public and
private data fields, editable or permanent, concrete or
blob fields, references to other Tokens, standardized
executable processes and even digital signatures of
other fields. NDL Arca physically ensures that only the
trusted owner of Tokens can access the token's data
and influence its lifecycle.
When a Token is modified in ARCA or transferred, its
attributes mutes, and the transformation is encrypted
to be reflected in the blockchain.



• NDL RETIS (The brain). Extends NDL Equo to implement distributed and
synchronized P2P networks using the ledgers of ledgers philosophy. It is used
for registration, custody and mass management of tokens (the latter based on
NDL Arca technology). Retis networks are truly decentralized, as each node
implements its own collaborative and participation policies, which means they
do not support mining.
Each network has its own nodes grouped into clusters, then divided into seven
distinct functional groups. It allows a multiplying effect on transaction
validation, approval capacity and scaling the network behavior if computation
or storage needs change. Retis networks batch transactions into user sessions,
following a process analogous to the usual management of a traditional cash
drawer. Each node uses an instance of NDL Arca for internal use where
governance tokens (work policies) are securely stored.
These tokens can be negotiated at runtime. The other data under custody uses
a network of NDL Arca instances to protect them from non-legitimate access
and shield them from external attacks. The infrastructure of Retis NDL
networks is private, so the machines need to be approved and certified
through tokens (roles and permissions) issued by Byevolution in order to
incorporate them into the networks. The infrastructure providers are
responsible for ensuring the operation of their machines. For this purpose,
they have the appropriate additional software tools.
The system’s user access is nominal and done through the identification of
authorized devices and by the three-dimensional biometric verification of the
user through liveness proof.

• NDL INTEGRA (the community brain). It is an NDL Retis network with a
specific purpose, acting as a second level ledger, universal registry or Token to
control and trace the secure movement of assets between different Retis
networks (or between private NDL Arca instances).

NDL EQUO

NDL INTEGRA

NDL ARCA

NDL RETIS



Regulatory compliance of the  
ATYUM solution -
Nowadays, there are  several 
platforms of FT and NFT that do not 
comply with KYC and AML 
compliance. Consequently, the 
ATYUM company wants to  gather 
around this development of 
all those users who are interested 
in investing in digital markets,  and 
who were somehow waiting for a 

platform that  combines legal 
certainty and transparency.
Behind the spectacular  growth of 
these markets,  there is still 
uncertainty  behind the capital 
source with acquired valuable 
assets, as well as organizations or  
sponsors behind these  
acquisitions. 

ATYUM creates a platform for the  
tokenization of fungible and  non-fungible 
digital assets, with the individual identity  
at the system core.
Through a facial and document biometric  
system, provided by specialized  
technology partners that contribute the 

KYC "on-premise" (FACETEC) and the AML 
in SaaS (MerkleScience) with more  than 
150 jurisdictions (including the USA),  
ATYUM will be able to ensure regulatory  
compliance in the countries where it  
operates.

Details are attached in the annexes:
Annex 2 - KYC Form for individuals.
Annex 3 - KYC Form for legal person.
Annex 4 - Description of Partner KYC and Biometrics FACETEC.
Annex 5 - Description of Partner AML MerkleScience.
Annex 6 - Jurisdiction basis in which KYC and AML Partners operate.
Annex 7 - ISO/IEC 30107-3 Level-1 and Level-2 compliant iBeta Letters FACETEC.
Annex 8 - Praetorian OWASP ASVS Level-1 and Level-2 Testing Letters FACETEC.

Regulatory compliance



The ATYUM platform uses different
instances of NDL Arca during the entire
life cycle of tokens in order to guarantee
their correct custody and management;
this means, from the moment of token
creation (issuance process) to its final
consumption (obsolescence process),
the tokens will be kept in ark instances
at all times, even during the purchase
and sale processes or transportation
through the wallet network. Tokens are
treated as disposable, single-use
products that must be transported in
secure containers until they are
consumed. To consume a token is to
extract its private information out of the
Ark. It is an unreversible operation that
represents destroying the token.
Although obtained information could be
re-encapsulated inside a new token, this
would no longer be the same as the
previous one, but a totally different one
both in terms of issuance, creation date
and the different signatures of creator
and owner, regardless of whether the
same data is stored inside it, as in the
original token.

NDL Arca is a very flexible and advanced
token container, which allows it to be
deployed virtually (as a transport object)
or physically, both in hardware with
reduced capacities and in large farms in
Cloud. ATYUM assets are internally
divided in two sections: the header,
which aims to uniquely identify the
token. The content, which stores the
properties of the token.
The header consists of four non-
editable public fields: the ULID
(Universally Unique Lexicographically
Sortable Identifier), the domain, the
signable field identifiers and the
version.

Digital assets in ATYUM



for one day, it would be a
fungible token,
specifically, an utility
token, but if we add fields
to define which day of
the month it can be used
then it would be a utility
token represented as an
NFT since it would not be
possible to exchange one
for another when
consuming them. If we
add to the token the right
to sublease it, which
means that the user can
temporarily transfer the
right of beneficial use of
the token to third parties
in exchange for a return.

Physically the token will
be the same, what
changes is the purpose of
the computer system that
receives and processes it.
Smart Fields are an
evolution of Smart
Contracts. When a field is

defined as a Smart Field,
the field contains the
definition of a self-
executing BPMN-
compliant process, which
the token owner can
apply on his own wallet to
generate one or more
tokens in the result. By
default, NDL Arca allows
two types of operations
applicable to Smart
Fields: run and describe.

The first operation
executes the stored
process based on the
starting point provided as
a parameter. The second
one allows obtaining a
.bpmn file with the
integral description of the
process for external
auditing.

The processes stored in
smart fields are easily
referenced from pdf
contracts, in a process
very similar to the
Ricardian contract
management, which
facilitates the
understanding of the
involved parties and can
be audited by the courts
in a simplest way.

On the creation time, each
token is at its version 1
(CREATED), but the value will
change in an incremental,
unmanageable sequential
number while users interact
with the token; in other words,
each time the content is
updated or the token changes
to a different storage
environment, the version
number is increased.

Regarding the content, there
are twenty mandatory fields
and 235 customizable fields
that can be defined as public or
private, these can be cancelled,

editable or permanent; they
can be added after their
creation, contain digital
signatures that certify the
other fields contents, contain
standardized executable
processes (Smart Fields) or
even refer to other fields
(Smart Fields), it could also
refer to external URIs or other
tokens. According to the usual
legal classification, all tokens
issued with the ATYUM
platform could be considered
to be single, indivisible and
collectible objects, this would
turn them into non-fungible
tokens (NFTs) or Equity tokens
when they reference physical
world assets.
However, this classification
loses all sense in ATYUM since
the same token can be used to
cover different use cases at the
same time, adopting a
different role in each case. For
example, if we issue 365
tokens, each token granting
the right to use a hotel room



Composite Tokens - The viability of
merging or combining different
Tokens of any type together, to
create more complex Tokens,
offers users and companies an
unlimited source of Token
customization, opening up a
universe of financial possibilities
unknown until now, providing
companies with new business
models financing capabilities.

Security Tokens - ATYUM Security
Tokens are the first type of crypto-
asset that establishes a seamless
bridge between traditional
investment and the cryptographic
digital world.

Conceptually, Security Tokens are
programmable and tradable
representations of existing
financial products. And as the
Security Token space evolves, we
will see more cryptocurrencies
modeled after established financial
vehicles, such as bonds,
derivatives, stocks or even debt
securities.

Due to the limited generation that
exists of STOs protocols, some of
the underlying mechanics of basic
financial assets need to be
incorporated for these new token
modeling's.

NOT ALL SECURITY TOKENS HAVE
TO BE CREATED EQUALLY - A token
representing a fractional
percentage of a Picasso painting is
different from a token
representing the future value of
an oil company's stock.

Special ATYUM Token 

characteristics



ATYUM is the new generation of STO platforms. This platform provides high
adaptability and scalability by creating an exchange protocol with simple
implementation for every type of tokenized product.
ATYUM offers more financial formulas, covering all the market needs by digitizing
them securely.

Tokenize with ATYUM – ATYUM´s challenge is to extract tokenized securities core
financial dynamics, to implement it by blockchain network protocols in a BUSINESS
CONTRACT that will be the evolved alternative option from the well-known Smart
Contract of other platforms.

ATYUM value Approach in Tokenization



The most sophisticated private and
institutional investors need different STO
offerings from those available in the current
market. The uniqueness of ASTs will bring
new generation of STOs that meet their
expectations.
MAIN OBJECTIVE IN ADDRESSING STOs
ISSUANCES - ATYUM overcomes 4 main
obstacles, due to ATYUM's new structural
concepts of Tokens and Business Contract.

1. Liquidity - Access to large capital pools by
institutional investors. With the sophisticated
financial offerings of securitization, ATYUM
can digitize the most complex financial
products for investors.
Security Tokens are programmable
representations of financial instruments.
Therefore, they should mimic the economic
behavior of the underlying asset.
Tokenization value proposal allows digitizing
the behavior of each financial product
thanks to its Business Contract.

2. Custody - Custody and specific secure
models for tokenized assets. ATYUM's value
proposal in the custody of digital assets -
ATYUM uses two tiers:

Tier 1 - Protected notarization service
through an internal blockchain.
Information in a database is grouped in
tables consisting of rows and columns. ARCA
is a special data storage that organizes
Tokens into several groups hosted on pages.
Each ARCA interconnects with the other
existing ARCAs in the ATYUM network
creating the ARCA Network. This network
synchronizes with a blockchain network that
guarantees the integrity and security of the
data.

When a user wants to transfer an asset to the
market from one of its wallets, it is
automatically registered in the ARCA wallet.
It issues the transfer and is replicated in all
the other existing ARCAS in the ATYUM
blockchain network.

ATYUM Security Token (AST) characteristics



3. Accessibility - The distributed ARCAS and
Off chain feature allows users immediate
access to their wallets and tokens without
the need to connect to the ATYUM network,
assuring token durability over time.

4. Security – The ATYUM blockchain network
is a licensed network with a two-factor
authentication and biometric access. ATYUM
users need to be registered and identified in
the system to get services. Each token has a
unique key using three parameters: the
unique identifier, its version and domain,
the key generated by the algorithm, the
biometric and the device identifier.

Token mutation capability
Unlike traditional tokens, ATYUM tokens
have the ability to mutate. Every time a
token changes its state, changes the
property value or is transferred to another
device (wallet).
The system causes a physical mutation of the
token.

Once the access keys (unique identifier,
version or domain) have been modified in
the private parts, ATYUM re-encrypts the
data. The token bytes and access keys
change, which means that the
identification and the public key are
modified. That’s why the token’s physical
form has mutated.

Each token’s mutation will be recorded in the
ARCA DB and replicated in all ARCAS.

Tier 2 – Distributed ARCAS and onchain/offchain
synchronization.
ARCAS are distributed among different servers to keep
the ATYUM tokens safe. There are ARCAS in all the
users' wallets. When a token is extracted to the device,
the wallet's ARCA is synchronized with all the
associated ARCAs in other devices, such as pc's, pen
drives, etc.

ARCA

ARCA

ARCA

ARCA

ARCA



NDL meets five of the seventeen SDGs, as it has low energy consumption and considered as Green Blockchain Platform.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are 17 goals to change the world, signed by
193 countries four years ago. These goals are set for 2030, and digitalization is a key
factor for achieving them. It is a top priority for the entire technology industry, as
revealed in reports such as International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the
United Nations agency specialized in Information and Communication Technologies. If
Digital Transformation drives the economy and society in the 21st century, it also drives
how we face any challenge.

Sustainability



Information and Communication Technologies are crucial to achieving all the
SDGs since they are the impetus to accelerate the three pillars of sustainable
development: economic growth, social inclusion and environmental
sustainability.
The Internet of Value does not only have decentralizing and legitimizing
power but also, is a contributor to achieving the Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
SDG7. Renewable energy.
Technology offers smart network solutions, smart logistics and processes
that contribute to transforming the world towards a more sustainable
future.
SDG8.Decent employment and economic growth.
The development of digital skills must be a priority in the youth employment
and entrepreneurship strategies of all countries.

Not only do most jobs and businesses require them, but digitalization is
transforming how business works worldwide and creating new job
opportunities.

SDG9. Innovation and infrastructure.
This technology will provide scalable solutions to all SDGs.
SDG12. Responsible consumption.
Responsible consumption involves increasing dematerialization and
virtualization. Cloud computing, smart grids, smart meters and reduced ICT
energy usage have a positive impact on reducing our energy consumption.
SDG13. Fighting climate change.
This technology helps reduce climate change through prediction and
early warning systems.



ARCHITECTURE



NDL PLATFORM – Layered internet of value.

NDL Integra: The brain hive.
(The Blockchain of Blockchains)

NDL Retis: The brain.
(Collaborative Blockchains)

NDL Arca: The Memories.
(Tokenized data storage)

NDL Equo: The mother cell.
(Framework for nodes and servers)

• Retis Network to unify Blockchain networks.
• Composition Custom Tokens through Market Merging.
• Blockchain audit and traceability of the global market.

• 7 layer Collaborative Blockchain inspired Network.
• NO mining or cryptocurrency mandatory. 
• Allows the use of giant Tokens (1Gb+).
• High scalability (storage and compute).
• High sustained rate of performance (100.000+Tx/s).
• Tokens are users, settings, transactions and SmartContracts.

NDL Arca
• Multi divice.
• Dynamic  customized Tokens.
• Double encryption.

NDL Equo
• Multiple channels.
• A runtime configuration change application.
• Code reusability.



ARCA

The ARCA storage builds the
main group containing
subgroups of tables where
Tokens are stored in pages.
ARCA security storage
provides distinct parts, one
part is public and the other is
private.
For example, you can see the
soccer DB, the table can
represent balls and the stored
Token represent soccer balls.

In ARCA storage, when a ball
is stored in ARCA, the
properties such as
manufacturer, size, price, etc.
are also stored in ARCA.
When the token is created,
the manufacturer and size will
be public, but the price can be
private.

In ARCA, each field can be
defined with its types and
properties. For example,
editable, digital signature,

public, private, etc. Each token
is independent.
Access to the ARCA public
area. Every time the user
wants to access the public
part of a Token, they have to
use the ARCA public area with
the access key to see that
Token, and all the Tokens that
ARCA hosts.

Access to the private area of
the ARCA: ARCA security
requires the user to enter the

token's own key. Each token
links to the biometric key and
the user's device. The
algorithm uses a
mathematical formula for
these patterns.

* The ARCA and RETIS
modules of the architecture
are detailed in annexe 9.



ACTORS Y ROLES All platform actors have a unique unalterable biometric
enrollment that allows their identification, registration, audibility and
activity tracking on the platform. Actors can be individuals, legal entities
or software code.

ATYUM- ATYUM- Gives authenticity to the token, regulates the market
by authorizing the creation and marketing in a trackable, automated,
secure, auditable, and protecting valuable digital objects.
ATYUM will be the trusted entity that allows recognizing if the Token
owner is authentic.

Token Creator – Defines the conditions and characteristics of the Token,
creates and registers the Token and transfers it to the Marketplace for
purchase and sale. It has a wallet with special credentials to create
Tokens.

Token Buyer – The person who has a wallet with his biometric
registration to identify himself, is allowed him to buy any type of Token.

Token Owner – This can be any of the previous role-players, as long as he
has a wallet. They can sell and/or transfer the Tokens in their wallet to
purchase and sell in the Marketplace.



TOKEN LIFE CICLE IN ATYUM
Pre-issue – ATYUM reserves Token identifiers at a special and affordable
price for clients.
Issuing – It includes the Token creation, identification and biometric
enrollment in the creator’s wallet of the Token and storage in ARCA
blockchain.
Tokens are registered on the ATYUM platform and transferred to the

Marketplace for sale or auction.
Trading – There are several types of trading: direct PtoP or crypto to token
or token to crypto, indirect via auction, exchange and rental services.
Token Consumption – Token’s rights grants possibility to be consumed and
destroyed once used.
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OPERATION 



Token creation & design – An
identification Key is assigned and of all
its intrinsic properties are defined, the
issued record is registered in ATYUM.

Token Transfer
Sales or transfer process from wallet to
Marketplace:
- All tokens to be issued and registered in
the different Retis layers are generated
in Equo Ledger.
- Purchase or Transfer process from
Marketplace to wallet.
- Wallet to wallet transfer.
Each token submission can be tracked,
and all transformations identified by
versioning its properties.
1. By using biometrics data, the user
authorizes the transfer by his wallet . -
v1 TOKEN -.
2. Authenticate and generate a transfer
ARCA.
3. The wallet exports the Token to be
transferred.
- Mutate the Token. Change the version,
the biometric key and the ATYUM key.
- v2 TOKEN -.

4. The token in ARCA is a unique file that
has been uploaded to the Marketplace.
5. The Marketplace shows the current
movement of Transfer Token.
6. This transfer is stored in the internal
blockchain (exchange order traceability).
7. Token’s Mutation again in the
marketplace, because the exportation
was done where the private key was
already associated with the new
recipient biometric.
- v3 TOKEN - Token Sub-auction
- Token extraction to off-chain devices. A
token can be stored in several devices.
However, only one device can be
activated which would be the main
device. This provides the possibility to
replicate Tokens on new devices:

1. Tokens are extracted from the USB.
2. Transfer them to the Marketplace.
3. Mutate Tokens associated with the
new device key.
4. They have replicated again inside the
USB.
5. Delete from the Marketplace once
they have been transferred and
validated by the user in the new device.

All executed transactions are
automatically recorded in the ARCA
storage.

The original Token is linked to a unique
device and is only valid for that device.
Any other copy is considered as a
redundant copy and is not an active
token which means that it cannot
operate.



IMPORTANT SECURITY NOTE

The ATYUM security system does not
allow copies of FT or NFT digital assets to
exist in the blockchain network, thus
protecting the owner from possible
fraudulent attempts of extractions or
manipulations of their tokens by third
parties.

In ATYUM, every time a Token changes
device or user, edit or modify data, this
Token mutates, and these operations are
recorded in Arca.

Therefore, we know:
- What the final Token is.
- In which device it is stored.
- Recognize if it is the real owner.

The difference with Ledgers:
In a Ledger, the assets are stored in the
owner's device, and the whole network
has also a copy of the Tokens. For this
reason, this Ledger solution is ideal for
storing cryptocurrencies, because it
cannot be used outside the network that
controls them.

Token Destruction:
In the destruction process, the Token is
transferred to the Marketplace, registered
in the Marketplace ARCA as a destroyed
Token, and then information is replicated
in all ARCAS.

Exchange - Only mutated Tokens

present in the Marketplace with the
Exchange status, can access the Exchange.
Transfers are executed from the
Marketplace Exchange to the target wallet
with the same token transfer operation.



Simplified breakdown Token cycle operation in ATYUM

Reserve TOKEN ID

DESIGN
CREATOR ASIGNATION +  

BIOMETRIC KEY

PROCESS OF TOKEN  PURCHASE. THE 
TOKEN IS  MODIFIED AND ADAPTED 

TO  THE BUYER'S DEVICE AND  
BIOMETRICS.

MODIFICATION OF TOKEN 
STATUS FOR 

SALE/AUCTION

ATYUM       pre-
issue registry

ATYUM       pre-
issue registry

ATYUM pre-
issue registry

3. TOKEN TRANSFER

2. TOKEN CREATION

1. PRE-ISSUE

The token is transferred to the Wallet BUYER.

Transfer the token to 
MARKETPLACE

Wallet
buyer

ID biometric
verification

Ownership change and biometric signature

ID biometric
verification

Wallet
CREATOR



TOKENOMICS



Price of ATYUM TOKEN ISSUE: 1€ 

PRIVATE PRE-ISSUE

0,5 €

SOLD OUT

PUBLIC PRE-ISSUE 1

0,7€

VALID UNTIL 31th OF AUGUST 2022

PUBLIC PRE-ISSUE 2

0,9 €



DEBT TOKEN – The ATYUM 
Token is an STO THAT GRANTS THE 
RIGHT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE  
REVENUE OF EACH TRANSACTION. 
ATYUM will distribute 
automatically a 12% of the 
revenue of each transaction to all 
the holders.

Token name

Symbol

ATYUM SECURITY TOKEN

ATYUM

Total amount of issued Token 12.000.000

Price of private pre-Issuance -50% off 0,50€
Price of Public pre-Issuance 1 -30% off 0,70€

Price of Public pre-Issuance 2 -10% off 0,90€

Price of token in the issuance 1,00€

Properties of the token Tokens represent the 12% of the Atyum 
revenue of each transaction

Token lock-up period 3 months after issue is completed

Retention 3 months post issue

Starting date of private pre-Issuance 21/01/2022

Starting date of public pre-Issuance 1 01/04/2022

Starting date of public pre-Issuance 2 01/06/2022

Last date of private pre-Issuance 01/04/2022

Last date of public pre-Issuance 1 01/09/2022

Last date of public pre-Issuance2 15/11/2022

Starting date of issue 13/01/2023
Last date of issue Until complete the issue of 12.000.000

Tokens
Programming language of Token and platform JAVA





FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF GENERIC STOs

Automated Dividends - The investment will be
automatically transferred to the investor's physical
Wallet. Our Wallet is secured with blockchain
technology and elliptic curve cryptography.

Right to participate in profits - The investor can have
their money in the form of Tokens deposited directly in
their PHYSICAL Wallet.

Voting rights - As shareholders, the owners of the STOs
(according to the characteristics of the issue) would
have the same rights to vote and make decisions on the
future strategy of the company.

Purchase rights - The company purchases the investor
shares in the market and provides the property
guarantee part, distributed to the investors.



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ATYUM STO
Transparency - Blockchain technology allows all parties
involved in the project to have full access and be updated
at the same Tokenization process development level.

Physical Wallet - During the development of the Token,
ATYUM will provide a high-security physical wallet to store
your Tokens. Each Wallet will store both user’s platform
access credentials and the purchased Tokens.

Global participation of investors - Our Token can be traded
globally, complying with all established legal measures.

Individual Blockchain - Security Tokens are developed by
your own blockchain, giving you full control. So you don't
have to worry about protocol changes or high transaction
fees from other networks.

No intermediaries - No intermediary is needed between
issuers and buyers. Therefore, the commission cost for the
intermediary is eliminated.

SEC Compliance - The characteristics of the Security
Tokens comply with the SEC (Security Exchange
Commission).



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ATYUM BUSINESS
CONTRACTS (ABC)

Ricardian Contracts or Business Contract vs.
Smart Contract - ATYUM has defined and
elaborated alternatives to the traditional Smart
Contracts, present in the current ordinary
networks, to solve the legal gaps since their
conception.
Modelling a future based on the internet of value
entails finding the perfect balance between value
and fulfilment. ATYUM has achieved this thanks to
its ATYUM BUSINESS CONTRACT.
From a technical point of view, Smart Contracts are
nothing more than mere scripts that automate
workflows for later execution, this is perfect for
the Token creation process.
However, from the law perspective, Smart
Contracts are pretty doubtful because they would
only see unconnected code lines made in different
programming languages without any
understanding of international law.
The current reluctance of many users in this new
world is based on the almost non-existent legal
certainty that many of these assets and platforms
need to comply with, and be attentive. Many of
them expected this happens by default.
Can you imagine, that if we make a mistake in a

single digit when sending some funds from one
wallet to another, your money will be left at the
mercy of cyberspace with no possibility of
recovery? Or even worst, this wallet exists in one
of the platforms that we can't claim the owner to
give us our money back?
These are the simplest examples. But the most
illustrative to understand why these platforms and
assets must be regulated.
The alternative is not new. IAN GRIGG, the well-
known programmer, introduced in 1995 the
concept
of RICARDIAN CONTRACT. A few years later, it
would also be the leader of TRIPLE ENTRY
accounting, also adapted to current blockchains.

Ricardian Contract - It is a form of a digital
document purchase/sale/rental of an that acts as
an agreement between two parties on the terms
and conditions for an interaction between the
agreed parties. Representation of the Ricardian
contract within ATYUM - signed BIOMETRICALLY
and cryptographically verified by the intervening
parties.
Even when it comes to a digital document, it must
be readable for everybody, not just programmers
and lawyers. These are the strengths of a
RICARDIAN CONTRACT.

Tokens created on ATYUM platforms include a
contract of this type in the core of the asset. And
of course, we can transfer the two most essential
processes in Token creation, programming and
jurisprudence.
The immutable characteristic of the BLOCKCHAIN
NETWORKS, BIOMETRIC individual certification,
and RICARDIAN CONTRACTS readable by any
person provide guarantees and security in all the
operations carried out on the ATYUM platform by
any of the roles. Once the Marketplace
participants agree on the conditions through a
BUSINESS CONTRACT, it will encrypt and guard the
content along with the biometric identity of the
participants according legal, economic or financial
conditions, to carry out an asset, that is, a
transaction for the platform. The Token then will
be physically delivered to the buyer's wallet,
where the Token itself is nothing more than the
"DIGITAL RECEIPT OF SAID OPERATION".



Asset transfer legal 
execution

Providing a high 
level of security

Efficient cost, time and effort
if a dispute exists

Providing a high 
level of security

Ricardian Contract - ATYUM Business Contract

Support for operations
automation
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10%
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Token pre-issue ATYUM Platform diagram

When accessing the
platform for the first
time
to open an account,
the system asks for
three previous steps.
- A selfie (Facial
Biometrics)
- A legally accepted
document
(Documentary
biometrics) 3-
Liveness proof that
has been taken in
real-time (liveness
3d).

Once the KYC module
collects this data,
compares the
photograph of the

document through an
algorithm with the
selfie taken by the
user and returns a
positive or negative
value, the algorithm
also detects whether
or not the identity
document provided is
fake.

In addition, the AML
module examines the
user's data and search
through the more than
300 databases (FBI,
INTERPOL, banking)
that make up the
system and return a
positive or negative
value.

USER

PROOF OF LIFE

FACIAL BIOMETRICS 
SELFIE REQUEST

DOCUMENTARY 
BIOMETRICS PASSPORT 

REQUEST

ATYUM TOKEN 
PRE-ISSUE PLATFORM



Once this contract is created in  Marketplace, 
it will be automatically sent  to the wallet.

Once the user is authorized to create  
an account on the platform, They  
need to sign a document (KYC/AML)  
with their biometrics as a certificate.

Users will receive Token and pre-issue 
conditions, as well as the contract that
guarantees the token throughout its lifetime.

If the user wants to purchase in pre-issue, three  payment 
methods will be provided:
1 – FIAT.
2 – CRYPTOCURRENCIES (USDC, BITCOIN, ETHER).
3 – Bank transfer.

Token sale pre-issue

diagram ATYUM platformCONTRACT

USER



CRYPTOCURRENCIES PAYOUT

Sales pre-issue diagram Tokens Platform ATYUM

USER

Payment Invoice
Token purchase

USER

ATYUM platform account

EXCHANGE SWAP

WALLET-TO-WALLET  
TOKEN PAYOUT

ATYUM PLATFORM TOKEN PRE-
ISSUE

METAMASK WALLET  ATYUM 
PLATFORM

THE BANK RECEIVES THE EUROS  FROM THE EXCHANGE PLATFORM

METAMASK WALLET
USUARIO PREEMISION

The ATYUM platform sends
cryptocurrencies to the
Exchange to trade in FIAT.
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Terms, conditions, privacy policy and data protection

Legal warning
Privacy policy

POWER, 11, S.L (“la Sociedad”) is a
company from Andorra, ubicated at
Carrer del Fener, 11, 3-5 Edifici
ELAND, AD500 Andorra la Vella,
Andorra, with NRT L-714647-T

1. The Company is launching the
ATYUM Tokens in accordance with
the characteristics established in
the ATYUM Tokens White Paper.

2. The Company has agreed to the
ATYUM Tokens pre-issuance,
granting its subscribers the
reservation of a certain number of
ATYUM Tokens.

3. The Subscriber is interested in
buying, for the price and terms
established in the White Paper with
a special discount of 10% on the
issuance, a certain number of
ATYUM Token.

The Subscriber pays the amount
indicated in the Pre-Order Form.
- Issue published in the URL
https://power11.net, as a
reservation and as a sign of
perfection for the acquisition of the
ATYUM Tokens, constituting this
payment on account of the total
price of the payment letter.

4.The reservation terms for the Pre-
Issue of ATYUM Tokens: The
interested parties may do the
reservation at any time from the
day
is fixed in the Tokenomics.

.

LEGAL CONDITIONS REGARDING TO ATYUM TOKEN PRE-ISSUE

5. Purchase once the issue of
ATYUM Tokens is done: after the
automatic issuance of ATYUM
Tokens, the Pre-Issuance Subscriber
will own the number of ATYUM
Tokens selected through the form
located at the URL
https://power11.net and the
reservation result that is generated

6. Irrevocability of the ATYUM token
purchase trasaction.
Marketing the Reservations forcé:
a) The Subscriber tio acquire the
ATYUM Tokens
b) the Comany transfers to the
Subscriber the full ATYUM Token
ownership under the conditions
established in the Pre-Issuance and
the WhitePaper.

When the Reservation and the
Issuance have been made and the
Subscriber does not comply with

the KYC and AML requirements for
the purchase of the ATYUM Tokens,
the Company will return the total
amount delivered as a reserve
minus 25% for management fees.

7. In addition, these legal
conditions, the Legal Notice,
Privacy Policy and White Paper of
ATYUM are applicable.

8.The parties expressly submit to
the
Courts and Tribunals of the
Principality of Andorra for any issue
that may arise between them.

9. The company will be subject to
audit, by an accredited auditing
company in Andorra to guarantee a
correct profit sharing.



Any information contained on this
page and the rest of the
documentation is “Forward-looking
statements”. These are based on
expectations, estimates and
projections at the time the
statements were made. These
involves several risks and
uncertainties that could cause real
results or events to differ materially
from anticipated events. ATYUM
cannot offer any guarantee or
assurance regarding any forward-
looking statement.
The ATYUM Token is not designed to
be used as a mean of payment for
any good or service and does not
represent in any way participation,
right, title or interest in the
Company. Any distributor of the
ATYUM Token on platforms,
exchanges, affiliates and/or
companies that are not affiliated
and/or official partners of the
ATYUM ecosystem. ATYUM is not
responsible for their activities.

ATYUM TOKENS WILL NOT QUALIFY
AS PURE CRYPTOCURRENCIES SUCH
AS BITCOIN OR ETHEREUM AND
MAY NOT BE USED AS SUCH, IN ANY
WAY. NOR WILL THEY BE USED IN
ANY WAY AS HERITAGE.

The ATYUM token can only be used
in the ATYUM ecosystem, and
ATYUM's ownership exclusively
carries the rights determined in its
WhitePaper. ATYUM may sell
ATYUM Tokens to the
public and reserves the right to
modify
the launch deadlines.

If this public sale is delayed for more
than ** months after the
completion and achievement of the
initial pre- sale target, appropriate
measures will be taken to be
refunded. ATYUM obtains the right
to modify these measures and will
communicate to users through the
public and private channels that
they have provided in their
registration.
By purchasing ATYUM Tokens
through the Pre-issue, users
understand that these are a mean
to participate in the income
received by the Company, regarding
operating the Token Marketplace. It
holds 51% of the capital according
to the information provided in
Tokenomics.

Users understand by accepting the
purchase agreement, the possible
delays and modifications that may
occur. ATYUM is not a financial
institution, bank, securities broker,
fund, collective plan investment
manager or distributor, a financial
intermediary, an asset manager or
otherwise a financial institution.
ATYUM is not authorized to act as
such or be supervised by any
financial market supervisory
authority .

Neither this documentation nor any
other information material relating
to the Company and/or ATYUM
Tokens, included but not limited to
these terms and conditions, has
been filed with or will be approved
by any regulatory authority.

Legal warning

Terms, conditions, privacy policy and data protection



Any purchase of a digital asset
involves risks. Each owner of ATYUM
Tokens or potential owner of
ATYUM Tokens is aware,
understands and accepts the
inherent risks associated with
blockchain technology and ATYUM
Tokens, in particular, including
among others, those listed below.
Owners of ATYUM Tokens are
aware, understand and accept that
any smart contract and/or any
underlying software application
and/or any blockchain network are
new technologies that are still in an
early stage of development. The
owners of the ATYUM Tokens are
aware, understand and accept that
the operation of the blockchain
networks,
including the ATYUM blockchain,
may be interrupted or contain
errors.

Owners of ATYUM Tokens are
aware, understand and accept that
there is an inherent risk that the
smart contract and/or the software
and/or the blockchain network may
contain weaknesses, vulnerabilities,
viruses,
bugs or may be subject to
exploitation causing, among others,
the complete loss of the ATYUM
Token, or other (financial) means
and/or support.

Owners of ATYUM Tokens are
aware, understand and agree that
any smart
contract and/or underlying
protocols and/or any other
software, and/or any blockchain
network may be subject to
transaction processing delays
and/or not executing instructions
properly.

Valid due to various factors,
including but not limited to general
traffic
volume, mining attacks, viruses
and/ or similar events.

ATYUM will not be responsible for
any suspension, theft, fraud or loss
of ATYUM Tokens that may occur in
connection with any of the risks
described in this paragraph.

ATYUM will not be responsible for
the technical risks related to power
outages, disconnections, time-out
or system failures, delays,
transmission errors, disturbances,
the overloading or blocking of
systems.

Smart contracts are in progress for
the ATYUM Tokens owner
protection at any time until the risk
is eliminated, ATYUM cannot freeze
or close a defective or destructive
smart contract.

ATYUM will not be responsible for
any damages incurred as a result of
such interruption or closure.
ATYUM cannot guarantee the
availability of an Internet
connection.

Inherent risks

Terms, conditions, privacy policy and data protection



In order to complete the
acquisition of ATYUM Tokens, the
prior registration of the Users is
necessary (if they will be called
Subscribers from the pre-Issue),
the acceptance of these Terms
and Conditions and the Privacy
and Data Protection Policy. The
user declares that these are
accurate, true, complete and up-
to-date, being responsible for any
direct or indirect damage or loss,
that could cause its breach. The
registered user will be always
responsible for the custody of
their password, consequently
assuming any damages that may
appear from its improper use, as
well as the transfer, disclosure or
loss of their password.
They must immediately inform
ATYUM the reason to believe that
your password has been or may be
used in an unauthorized manner.

Access to restricted areas made
under the password of a registered
User will be considered made by
said User, who will be responsible
in any case for said access and use.
The ATYUM Token acquirer
expressly declares to be of legal
age and to act in his own name
and
right, or his legal case, duly
authorized representative and to
be the legal owner of the
payment instrument used for the
purchase.
In case of acting on behalf of
another natural person or entity, it
will be an essential requirement
for the acquisition of ATYUM
Tokens that it be made clear to
the Company and that it accredits
said representation.

ATYUM is the owner, or has the
corresponding licenses where
appropriate, over the exploitation
rights of intellectual and industrial
property of its website, the
Platform and its applications,
including all the contents offered
(example: images, sound, audio,
video, software or texts;
trademarks or logos, color
combinations, structure and
design, selection of materials
used, access and use, etc.). The
access and/or use of the Platform,
as well as the user website, will
not imply in any case the waiver,
transmission, license and total or
partial transfer of the previous
rights by ATYUM.

All intellectual and industrial
property rights over the contents
of the Platform and the ATYUM
website are reserved. In
particular, the reproduction,
distribution and public
communication, including the
method of making them available,
of all, or part of the ATYUM
website platform content, for
commercial purposes, in any
medium and by any technical
means, without the prior written
authorization of ATYUM. The User
undertakes to respect the
Intellectual and Industrial Property
rights owned by ATYUM and its
Licensors.

Conclutions Registry and contents
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The user accesses the
website and/or the
platform under their sole
responsibility. That means
the responsibility extends
to the registration for the
purchase of ATYUM Tokens.
When the user sends any
type of information to
ATYUM, ATYUM declares
and guarantees to send it
freely.
Stated information does
not infringe intellectual,
industrial, commercial
secret or any other rights
that are not confidential or
harmful to third parties.
Therefore, the User shall be
responsible for providing
truthful and lawful

information.
The User agrees to make
proper use of the ATYUM
Platform, not to engage in
illegal activities, or contrary
to good faith and public
order: Could cause damage
to the
ATYUM physical and logical
systems, its suppliers or
third parties, introduce or
spread computer viruses or
any other physical or logical
systems that are capable of
causing damage. Trying to
access or inappropriate use
of other user accounts,
modify or manipulate their
messages. ATYUM will not
be responsible for the
opinions expressed by users
through forums, chats, or

other participation tools.
Including links to access
platforms belonging to third
parties , aim to enable the
user entering the different
platforms of others, without
the provision of these
applications implying any
responsibility on the part of
ATYUM and the owner,
manufacturer or distributor
of the platform.
Thus, ATYUM is not
responsible for the
configuration of these
platforms nor for the
contents or services that
the user can access through
them. The information that
the user provides to these
platforms will be under
their responsibility,

regardless of ATYUM's
intervention in this process.

Taking into account that it is
impossible to control the
content, information or
services offered by other
websites or platforms that
can be accessed through
links on our website and/or
on our platform or
applications, is exempt in
ATYUM, from any liability
for any kind of damages
that may occur from the
use of external websites or
the contents of the same.
The hyperlinks in external
websites that allow access
to the ATYUM website, will
not imply in any case the
existence of commercial or

mercantile relations with
the website owner where
the hyperlink is established,
nor the acceptance by
ATYUM of any contents or
services.

Registry and contents
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ATYUM, provides information regarding the processing of personal data. We present the following table below, detailing the information regarding the  
processing of data that you should know:

Privacy policy

Liable details Power 11, S.L.

Carrer del Fener, 11, 3-5 Edifici ELAND, AD500 Andorra la Vella, Andorra

What is the purpose  

of this information?

The personal data provided by Users will be processed in order to develop the management processes related to the Pre-

issue and Sale of ATYUM Tokens, which involves the analysis of the subscriber through the information in the registration

forms and through the required documentation related to the KYC and the AML required.

What data will we  

process and how do  

we collect it?

We collect personal data from the form which has been completed by the user directly. They may also be generated by the  

management, maintenance and development of pre-issuance and issuance process of the ATYUM Token.

The categories of processed data are:

Identification data: Name, surname, passport or other identification document copy, user identification number. E-mail address,  

telephone number.

How long do we keep  

your data?

Once the issue process is completed, your data will be retained for an indefinite period for the liabilities that may occur  as a result 

of the issue of the ATYUM Token.

What is the legitimacy

for the processing of

your data?

The relationship with the Subscriber in the issue of the ATYUM Tokens and the legal obligations regarding this process.

To whom will your data  

be communicated?

Your data may be transferred to the competent bodies and organizations. International transfers of your personal data may be 

made to third countries or international organizations outside the European Union or the European Economic Area.

Terms, conditions, privacy policy and data protection



Privacy policy

Required  and 

current  

information

The requested information will be necessary to verify the Subscriber capacity. You must  

provide true and updated information. Correspondingly, by sending the completed form, 

the User  declares that the information provided is true.

What are your  rights 

when you  provide us  

information?

We inform that the User can exercise the following rights:

-Right of access to your personal data to know which ones are being processed and the processing operations carried out with 

them;  Right to rectify any inaccurate personal data;

- Right to delete your personal data, when this is possible;

-Right to request the limitation of the processing of your personal data when the accuracy, legality or necessity of data 

processing is in  doubt, in which case, we may keep them for the exercise or defence of claims;

-Right to the portability of your personal data, is the contractual relationship  or consent when the legal basis enables us to process 

those indicated;

-Right to oppose the processing of your personal data, is a legitimate interest when the legal basis enables us to process those 

indicated above included. For these purposes, we will stop processing your data unless we have a compelling legitimate interest or 

for the  formulation, exercise or defence of claims.

- Right to revoke your consent at any time when the basis of the treatment is consent.

You can exercise your rights at any time and free of charge by sending an email to ***, indicating the right you wish to exercise 

and your  identification data.

You also have the right to claim with the Data Protection Agency if you deem it appropriate.

International  data  

transfers
Your personal data will be stored in countries within the European Economic Area (EEA)

Terms, conditions, privacy policy and data protection



Privacy policy

Security measures Although ATYUM is an Andorran Company, we adopt the security levels required by the RGPD adequate to meet all the requirements

of the nature of the data processed at any given time. However, technical security such as electronic communications and the

Internet are not invulnerable. There may be malicious actions by third parties, although ATYUM puts all the resources available to

prevent such actions.

Cookies ATYUM will only use data storage and recovery systems ('Cookies') when the user has given prior consent as indicated in the pop-up

window of the user's browser when accessing the Website for the first time. And every user should be aware of those other terms

and conditions indicated in the Cookies Policy.

Terms, conditions, privacy policy and data protection
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FACETEC, DIGITAL
REGISTRATION FOR NEW
CLIENTS AND ACCOUNTS
Allowing users to register on
their mobile device or
computer for a secure account,
rather than physically going to
a specific location.
An important step for this
premise is to be as reliable as
our physical presence today.
This is possible by using a facial
and document biometric
system, as well as liveness
proof that should prove their
identity before they can even
set up an account.
POWER 11 and its platform
provides its users an advanced
KYC system that takes a
photograph of a valid
identification document (a
passport or ID card), and also

takes a selfie. Once both
elements
are sent to the system, it will
verify document validity by
matching the two of them. The
liveness proof (patented
system) is essential to ensure
that the person who has sent
us the photograph is real and
not an artificially fabricated
identity.
Proof of identity is now
regulated by government
entities in most parts of the
world as required for a Know
Your Customer (KYC) process.

SECURE THE DIGITAL
CUSTOMER
Every time, in a digital channel,
you see a mobile application, a
chatbot or a virtual assistant,
use facial biometrics to
authenticate a user, it is
essential to verify that the
person is really alive. The
passive liveness proof provided
by POWER 11, is specially
critical for removing friction in
the user experience and making
authentication fast, easy and
secure.

MULTI-FACTORS
AUTHENTICATION AND "STEP
UP" FOR PAYMENTS
A medida que los pagos se
realizan As payments are done
further and further away from
actual stores, the risk of fraud
increases ten times more.

Our passive liveness proof facial
recognition system provides the
perfect factor for a security
token,
business transactions that may
be under greater risk.
Vulnerabilities can be targeted
through SMS spoofing, SIM card
swaps or other fraudulent
attacks that compromise the
possession
of the mobile device as a secure
method.

Description of Partner KYC and Biometric FACETEC



ACCESS WITHOUT CARD

Kiosks, terminals, marketplaces, exchanges, ATMs, and facility access systems often rely on cards or passwords, sometimes combined
with PIN codes, as a mean of access.
These systems can be easily defeated by card theft and knowing the PIN code. In this case, an unbeatable factor is facial recognition,
and therefore liveness proof. This test provides a superior solution since a fraudster who has had access to the device will never be
able to access the system since his biometric data does not match the person he tries to manipulate. And of course, he is not aware
that this real-time verification has been done. Therefore, users no longer need to carry cards. A face, liveness proof, and optionally a
device ID is all we need for authentication.

Description of Partner KYC and Biometric FACETEC



FACETEC V9 ARQUITECTURE

Description of Partner KYC and Biometric FACETEC

(Ios/Android/Browser/Mobile Web)

User performs a session: the
SDK performs 3D processing,
initial quality checks and 

encrypts the 3D FaceScan.

Encrypted 3D FaceScan,
Liveness Data and 2D
audit trail images are
delivered to the customer
application to be sent to
the server.

Customer app or website Customer/Cloud Server

Customer 
Decision logic.

The results of 
responsiveness

and matching will be
sent to the device

Customer database stores
3D facial maps, audit trail

images, and transaction details

Usage logs sent
to facetec over 
HTTPS or AFTP CUSTOMER FIREWALL 

FaceTec Server SDK 
comes from 3D facial 

scans, vitality and 
match data. 

Control panel to get 
visibility of all facetec

sessions. 

Life data deleted 
after verification. 

Elimination of the risk 
of honeypots.

Customer database stores
3D facial maps, audit trail

images, and transaction details
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Cryptocurrecies
MerkleScience reduces the risk of real-time
detection and automated monitoring of all users
accessing the platform. As a crypto company,
POWER11 has robust AML processes in place.
Therefore, We have verified the identity of each
sender and beneficiary to ensure that no illegal
activities are carried out, such as money
laundering or the financing of terrorism.
Crypto assets, wallets, and exchanges face
CFT/AML regulations over the world. They are
considered as
"obligated entities" under the EU 5AMLD directive.
It means they must carry out customer due
diligence (CDD) and file suspicious activity reports
(SARs). The anonymity and high-risk models of
cryptocurrencies have led to increased oversight
by auditors and banking partners.
Our AI-powered solutions ensure that crypto
companies meet regulatory expectations in
different jurisdictions. We help crypto companies
quickly identify risks before they become threats
and protect their reputations with banks and
customers.

¿Why MerkleScience?
It is crucial to build confidence in regulators and
banks for POWER11 because it provides clear
traceability in the audit and investigations
supervision based on financial crimes.
Reduce risk
We need to make sure new customers don't risk
our business and aren't well-known fraudsters.
Access to the best intelligence
They have the world's only dynamic database of
sanctions and watch lists, which is updated every
15 minutes.
We can accelerate customer incorporation by
customizing MerkleScience technology based on
your risk condition.
Selection and supervision of Users, Fast and
secure client onboarding and monitoring
Checking in real-time sanctions and watch lists,
politically exposed persons (PEPs) and even
adversarial media.
We receive proactive automatic alerts when there
are status changes in our users. Warnings are
adapted to your risk-based approach.

Integrating AML checks seamlessly into our
incorporation and monitoring workflow. Providing
us with a highly functional and scalable RESTful
API. Transaction monitoring
Agnostic rules engine to detect suspicious behavior
in real-time.
Real-time tracking of fund movements. Allowing
wallets and exchanges to detect suspicious
behavior patterns when crypto assets are
converted into FIAT money. The API allows easy
segmentation of rules by currency type, location
and transaction volume. Everything is adapted to
our risk-based approach.
The MerkleScience solution is data independent. It
incorporates cryptographic data, such as the wallet
addresses themselves.

Description of what Partner AML MerkleScience



30%

North America

Accepted countries 
and documents 

FACETEC

Jurisdiction basis in which the KYC and AML Partners operate

14%

South America

26%

Europe

1%

Russia

19%

Asia
8%

Africa
2%

Australia

file://Stafitx01/perfils$/AT/marta.ambor/DESKTOP/ATYUM/Paises y Documentos Aceptados FACETEC.xlsx


ISO/IEC 30107-3 Level-1 y Level-2 compliant iBeta Letters FACETEC



Praetorian OWASP ASVS Level-1 y Level-2 Testing Letters FACETEC
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Architecture details of NDL ARCA and NDL RETIS

ADMINISTRATOR

First database:

Without access to log content by the
administrator.

No rear doors.



Architecture details of NDL ARCA and NDL RETIS

A RECORD – AN OWNER 

First database:

Each record has a single owner.

Each stored record is identified by a unique
token.

Uses parameterizable double encryption.



Architecture details of NDL ARCA and NDL RETIS

DE – CENTRALIZED

First database:

Designed to work in centralized (traditional), 
distributed and decentralized (Blockchain) 
environments.

Key value storage model.



Architecture details of NDL ARCA and NDL RETIS

SCALABILITY

Database:

Light (RAM), and multi-environmental.

Multicore and parameterizable multiengine.

Quick (disk operations).



Architecture details of NDL ARCA and NDL RETIS

TOKEN WAREHOUSE

First database:

Specifically designed for the safe storage of 
all types of tokens (NFT, FT).



Architecture details of NDL ARCA and NDL RETIS

JEWEL TOKEN

First database:

Where you safeguard your tokens, without
caring about the device (mobile phone, pen
drive, piece of paper, etc.).

If for any reason the network ceases to be
operational, your tokens remain on your
mobile phone to be used on other
compatible networks.



Architecture details of NDL ARCA and NDL RETIS

EXPANDABLE

Database:

It incorporates a framework for the creation 
of all kinds of functional extensions

Extensive set of predefined extensions

More than 20 public and private properties 
(BITCOIN 2 – Address and Balance)



Architecture details of NDL ARCA and NDL RETIS
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APPLICATION



Once you access the App, the first screen to
appear is the access to the wallet, the
neuralgic center of system operations.

There are two types of wallet. One is
standard for all accounts, the other one,
stands after verification letting generate any
issue.



SYSTEM REGISTRATION

The app requires a selfie, as well as an email
to start the registration process in the
system.



SYSTEM REGISTRATION
Now the relevant documents is to check their photo
with the previous captured selfie.

Biometric system characteristics:
1. Fast OCR and facial verification process.
2. Sending pattern, not the picture.
3. Reduced pattern weight (6kb).
4. Encrypted and tokenized pattern.
5. Photo and video detector.
6. Compatible with all documents and passports.
7. ID number validation at a fraud level.
8. Prevents phishing, ID impersonation and Man in the Middle.
9. Vivacity: Pasive liveness.

ADVANCED BIOMETRIC VALIDATION SYSTEM (KyC)



SYSTEM REGISTRATION

Now your phone number can set the same
wallet ID

IF ALL THE PROCEDURES ARE CORRECT, WE THEN PROCEED
TO THE ACCOUNT OPENING



CONNECTED USERS:

All contacts using the app, will appear on the
system chat screen. This will send a message
from the user, to make them participate in their
admission.



MARKETPLACE ACCESS

On the next screen we access the Marketplace,
where the sections the user has access by
default appear.

ICONS – NFT (Creativty, 3D, stickers)
REALSATE – NFT (buy/sell issues)
ART – NFT (Tokenizable physical art))
COIN – FT (Cryptos)



AUTHOR ACCESS

We click on “ICON” and enter the exhibited
works in the marketplace, click on the authors
tabs attached to it, then browse the page.



WORK ELECTION

We choose a work. If we agree on the purchase
conditions, the work will be sent to the shopping
cart.



SHOPPING CART

We enter the shopping cart, and as in any web
page, we proceed to pay the articles

We can pay in FIAT and Crypto accepted in the
Marketplace through the corresponding Apis.



CONFIRMATION ORDER

It will ask us to confirm our operation, and if we
want to send the purchases to the wallet.



SEND TO WALLET

Our wallet will send us a notification, letting us
know the tokens are inside the wallet.



NDL ARCA
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Byevolution
Networks

Byevolution

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jiXCysK1vR0

Byevolution

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIzYSHi_McM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jiXCysK1vR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIzYSHi_McM


https://www.sciencedirect.co
m/science/article/abs/pii/S09
25231220307335?via%3Dihu
b#f0020

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/a
bstract/document/9090840

Neurocomputing IEEE

Byevolution
News

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0925231220307335?via%3Dihub#f0020
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9090840



